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Abstract. It is known that, for one-tape nondeterministic Turing machines, S(n)-space and 
S( n)-reversal bounded machines (S(n) 2 n) recognize the same class of languages. We present 
a simulation of S(n)-space bounded alternating Turing machines (ATM) by one-tape lg* S(n)- 
reversal bounded ATMs. We also show that ATMs making a constant number of reversals recognize 
only regular languages. This shows that there is d striking difference in computational power 
between machines making a constant number of reversals and those making an ‘almost’ constant 
(i.bn., lg* n) number of reversals. 
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1. Introduction 
Alternating Turing machines (ATM) have been introduced in [5] and now are 
intensively studied by many authors. 
It is natural to consider resource-bounded ATMs, e.g., time-bounded, space- 
bounded, time- and space-bounded machines with a bounded number of alterna- 
tions. Such machines are very useful for a better understanding of many questions 
in complexity theory [14,16] and in mathematical logic [2,7]. 
In this note we consider another resource for TMs, namely reversals. Let us 
recall that a reversal is any change of the direction in which the head of the ATM 
is moving. This resource is also natural si e it corresponds in some sense to rewinds 
of magnetic tapes in computer systems. any different models of Turing machines 
with restriction on reversals have been investigated so far [ 1, 3, 4, 6, 8-13, 171. 
We show that every S(n)-space bounded AT cam be simulated by a lg* Sin )- 
reversal bounded ATM, and we note that the simulation is also efficient if we 
consider the number of alternations. An analogous, easily obtainable result for 
nondeterministic Turing machines tates that S( n )-space and S( PI )-reversal bounded 
machines recognize the same class of languages, for any S(n) 3 n [ l8]. 
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Finally, we investigate ATMs with a constant number of reversals and prove that 
such machines recognize only regular languages. 
The definitions of AT and other notions not defined in this section can be found 
in [S, 163. 
An R<n)-reversal bounded ATM is a one-tape alternating Turing machine such 
that, for every accepted input word of length n, there exists an accepiing tree with 
the following property: on every path from the root to the leaf the head makes at 
most R(n) reversals. The class of languages recognized by such machines i denoted 
by AREV(R(n)). 
We also consider ATMs with simultaneous restrictions on the number of reversals 
and the number of alternations. Classes of languages recognized by such machines 
are denoted by AREV-ALT(R(n), A(n)), where R(n) is an upper bound on the 
number of reversals and A(n) is an upper bound on the number of alternations. 
Finally, we recall the definition of the function lg*: 
lg* (nj= 
I 
0 ifn=l, 
I + Ig*( [lg nj j if n > 1. 
e si 
Let C be an alphabet such that #, * ti C. We define 
L: = $tttt=xiAckxforkE N,xEZ*} 
and 
L2={wIw= *&x and x is a binary representation f ]wl, k E N, x E S*). 
is hard to reco nize these languages by one-tape nondeterministic Turing 
au1 et al. j16] showed that L, and L2 belong to AT1 E,(n). Using a 
similar technique we show that they have a small reversal complexity. 
There exists a constant c such that the language L A L, u L2 belongs to 
e construct amachine A which, for a given input w, decides whether w E L. 
It is convenient to efine the size of such a problem as follows: 
if w is of the fo X#“X, 
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by an arbitrary fixed constant cA). The main part of this reduction is a partition of 
the tape into consecutive blocks of length O(lg(size( w))). Each block contains 
numbers di, qi, si where di is the le th of the block and qi(Si) describes the position 
of its beginning (end). Since each step of the reduction needs only a constant number 
of reversals and the size of the subproblems does not exceed O(lg(size(w))j, A 
recognizing L makes at most O(lg* n) revercals. Note that by increasing CA we can 
decrease the number of reversals by any constant. 
Machine A using five tracks performs the following algorithm: 
Stage 0: Copy its input word the first track. Let us denote this word by w. 
Stage 1: Skip existentially to 
Stage 2: If size(w) > c A, then reject w, otherwise accept w if and only if w E L 
(CA denotes a constant depending on A). 
Stage 3: Skip universally to Stage 3a or 3b. 
Stage 3a: Check if w has the form x1 . . . xs#"yl . . . yse (xi, yj E 2). 
Stage 3b: Check if x1 . . . x, = y, . . . ysl by testing that x is a prefix of y and y is 
a prefix of x, i.e., 
V 3 (x,=y,4p=p’)/\ v 3 (yp=xP’hp=p’). 
ISGp<s ISSp’<s’ l<p=zs’ ISP’GS 
Moving the head to the right, choose universally xp (y,) and then, being in the 
existential mode, do the following: 
- guess a letter ypa (xp8 respectively) and check if xp = ype (_yP = xpv respectively); 
- guess sequences of binary numbers and write them down in blocks on the tape 
(see Fig. I). Notice that these activities require only one reversal if they are performed 
simultaneously. 
Fig. 1. 
The least significant digits ot the numbers qi, di, Si, pi and the letters xp, ypt (~~8, yPj 
are located at the right ends of the blocks. Because the choice was nondeterministic, 
we may assume that the blocks have length no greater than 2 jig n 1. ext, check 
universally the following conditions: 
= 0, 
the lenzh of block i for 1 G i s m, 
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(3) Si=qi+di for l<ism, 
(4) si=qi+l for l<i<i and l+l~icrn, 
(5; pi =dgi_l for 1 s i < m + I’, 
(6) sl =p] and sm =pm+lf. 
In order to che&k (2), (4) and (S), the machine recursively executes the algorithm 
from Stage 0. Note that the size of the problem was logarithmically reduced. The 
conditions (l), (3) and (6) can be checked easily. 
Stage 4: Skip universally to Stage 4a or 4b. 
Stage 4a: Check if w has the form *“x, where x is a binary number. 
Stage 4b: Guess existentially sequences of binary numbers and write them down 
in the blocks as in Fig. 2. Next check the following conditions: 
(1) %“Q), 
(2) di is the length of block i for 1 s i s I, 
(3) Si=di+qi for WiCl, 
(4) Si = qi+-1 for 1 S i C I, 
(5) 31 = x. 
Similarly as in Stage 3b, verification of (2) and (4) is done by recursive calls of 
the same procedure. The remaining conditions can be easily checked. 
Fig. 2. 
The correctness of this algorithm simply follows from its construction, so we only 
estimate Rev(n), the number of reversals made during the computation on a problem 
of size n. We have 
Rev(q) = 
I 
1 ifr,-=c,, 
2 + Rev(2 [lg n 1) otherwise. 
Hence, Rev(n) = O(lg* n). 
This completes the proof, because, for every input w, the size of problem w E L 
is not greater than Iwl. Cl 
It Is interesting to note that machine A makes Q(lg* n) alternations 
and works in time O(n). 
Xhere xists a constant c such that jbr every function S(n) 2 n we have 
W~~~~ V(c Ig* S(n)). 
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roof. Let h4 be a S(n)-space bounded AT Without loss of generality, we may 
assume that M stops after en ng the states accp r reject. We construct a 
c lg* S( n)-reversal bounded A Q which simulates 
We denote by uqv the configuration of M in which M has uv on its tape, M is 
in state q and reads the first letter of v. Q works in two stages. At Stage 1, it guesses 
and records (see Fig. 3) sequences of configurations that compose paths in the 
computation tree of M. At Stage 2, Q checks if the guesses were correct. 
#: blanks # ki # . . . . # ki_l # ki # . . . . # k’ # 
z-1 
# 
ko # kl # . . . . #ki 
# 
k #....#kl # h-1 
Fig. 3. 
Let us describe in detail these stages, Without loss of generality, we may assume 
that, for a given input, all configurations have the same length since otherwise 
we can simply write an appropriate number of blanks before and after each 
configuration. 
Stage 1: First, Q records the initial configuration k0 = BrqowBr, where go is the 
initial state of M, w is the input and r is nondeterministically chosen to make the 
length of this configuration appropriate. 
Assume that qi is an existential (universal) state and Q has just recorded configu- 
ration ki = uiqiaivi. Then Q existentially (universally) chooses a triple ( qi+r, al, s) 
belonging to SJqi, a,), where 6 ,,., is a transition function of M and s E i-1,0,1} 
describes the move of the head. 
Let s = 1. Then Q guesses and records the configurations kf and kj+, such that 
k j = uqiaiv and ki+ I= ua:qi+Iv. Thus, M can reach ki+, from k: using the chosen 
triple. In the remaining cases (i.e., when s = 0 or s = -1) Q behaves similarly. Q 
ends this stage when & (qi, ai) = (d. 
Stage 2: If the last configuration k, is nonaccepting, then Q rejects. Qtherwise Q 
accepts if and only if ki = ki for all 0 s i G t - 1 (it is done by a universal branching). 
l3y Lemma 3.1, Q can check this condition making at most c !g” i iii I rtvci.s&. 
It is evident that w is accepted by Q if and only if it is accepted by MO 0 
Remark 3.2.1. Theorem 3.2 can be slightly strengthened to the form 
ASPACE( S( n)) c AREV-ALT(lg* S(n), O(lg* S(n))). 
The number of reversals is decreased by modifying the algorithm from Lemma 3.1. 
l’dote that, at each level of recursion, machine A makes at most 
of them can be eliminated if checking whether x1 . . . x, = yl . I 
done by testing the following condition: 
two reversals. One 
. ys, at Stage 3b is 
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The bound O(lg* S(n)) on the number of alternations is obtained by a second 
modification. Note that machine Q makes alternations at Stage 1 to reconstruct an 
accepting computation tree of M (Q writes down only one path of the tree). These 
alternations can be eliminated bv writing down in existential mode the whole 
accepting tree. Then Q checks the correctness of the guessing by using Lemma 3.1. 
The details are rather technical so we omit them (see [ 151). 
at number of reversals 
It is well known (see [S]) that two-way alternating finite automata recognize only 
regular languages. We show that by restricting the number of reversals to a constant 
we can allow writing, and such machines still recognize only regular languages. 
mma 4.1. AREV( 1) = regular languages. 
Proof. Let M be an alternating Turing machine making at most one reversal. Let 
C be its input alphabet, r the working alphabet, K the set of states and 6M the 
transition function of M 
We construct a one-way alternating finite automaton A such that A and M 
recognize the same language. 
The set of states of A consists of all triples of the form [q, a, Z] where q E K, 
a E r u (4) and 2 c K. The state [q, a, Z] is universal (existential, accept, reject) if 
q is universal (existential, accept, reject). Let Z. be a subset of K such that q E 2 
iff M starting from state q can accept the empty word without any move to the 
right. The initial state of A is [qo, $., 2,], where q. is the initial state of M. 
The automaton A simulates the work of M as long as M does not move to the 
left. Whenever M enters q having word w1 written on the left side of the head, then 
A enters the state [q, a, 21, where Z is a subset of states such that starting from 
any of them and reading the last letter of w1 M can accept w1 without any move 
to the right. When M attempts to make a reversal and begins to read wl, then A 
passes to the accepting or rejecting states using information contained in Z. 
The letter a in the states of A is used only to simplify the notation. It denotes 
the letter read by M at a given moment. Immediately after moving to the right, a 
is equal to $ but, in the next execution step, is replaced by the letter currently seen 
by the head. This letter c an be subsequently changed when M is doing stationary 
moves. 
or every a E r and Z c K we define the set of states B(a, Z) C_ K such that: 
(a, Z) if and only if there exists a subtree T of the computation tree of the 
on the one-letter word a such that 
ing that all states in Z v {accept} are accepting, T is an accepting tree; 
(2) q is the initial state, i.e., the state in the root of T; 
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(3) on every path of 7” either M makes only stationary moves and accept is a 
terminal state on this path or after scme stationary moves M eventually goes to the 
left in a state from 2 u {accept}. 
Let us finally describe more formally the transition function &,: 
(1) &I([99 4, a 4 = N99 Q, a w, for every 4 E K a E z 2 c K 
(2) Let 
ShfC99 a) ={(qi 9 bY 9 l), l l l 9 (4i, 9 h, 9 l), (9’l9 “,9 O)9 l l l 9 (9ip blp O)9 
(q;, by, -l), . . . , (q;, b:.)3, -1)). 
Then for every d E r and 2 C_ M we put &([q, a, 21, d) = SI u Sou S+ , where 
S1 = {([ qi, 4, B( bi, Z)], 1) : for every 1 s i s il}, 
SO = {([qi, bj, 21, 0) : for every 1 s is iZ}, 
S _, = {([accept, by, 21, 0) : for every 1 s is i3 such that q:! E 2) 
[J {([reject, 67, 21, 0) : for every 16 i 6 iJ such that q:! ti 2). Cl 
Kow we are ready to prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 4.2. UkEN AREV( k) = Regular languages. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on k. For k = 1 the theorem follows from Lemma 
4.1. Let now M be an alternating Turing machine, which makes at most k + 1 
reversals. Without loss of generality we may assume that M makes reversals only 
in the situation when it reads the beginning or the end of the nonblank part of its 
tape (for example, by putting some special marker in the place where the machine 
attempts to make a reversal, going to the endmarker and returning to the marker). 
We define 
& = {w : M starting from state q with the head reading the first letter of 
w accepts w making at most one reversal}, 
& = {w : M starting from state q with the head reading the last letter of 
w accepts w making at moqt one reversal}. 
Using Lemma 4.1 it is evident that there exist finite automata &, and &, which 
recognize Lq -9 -4 -(I M and LM respectively and AM (AM) reads its input from left to right 
(from right to left). 
Mow we define machine ’ which works exactly in the same manner as 
M attempts to ma icth reversai. if k + i i 
of the form qw, so as to check if w E z&. 
is even, then M is in the configuration of ths 
It is easy to check that L( 
reversals. So we have ) E 
a regular language. Cl 
usion 
From Theorem 3.2 it follows that 
2” 
u DSPACE(2*“ ) 
ka1 \ J 
k times 
is contained in AREV(log* n). Together with Theorem 4.2 this gives an astonishi 
property of the reversal complexity of ATMs: if the number of reversals is bounded 
by a constant, then such machines recognize only regular languages; on the other 
hand, if the number of reversals is ‘almost’ constant (namely log* n), then such 
machines can recognize all practically interesting problems. 
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